3.5” Floppy Disk Cleaning Kit

**MODEL CODE**
CK-563

**FEATURES**
- Ultra-fine paper for laser and colour inkjet printers
- 100 labels
- Fits both A4 and letter size printers

Compact Disc Nylon Wallet (48 Pce)

**MODEL CODE**
CDH-48W

CD Labeling Kit

**MODEL CODE**
CDLABKIT

**FEATURES**
- Design, print and apply labels to CD’s, mini CD’s, and DVD’s
- Label applicator for perfect centering
- Easy-to-use design software
- 40 Pre-cut labels for laser and colour inkjet printers

100 CD Labels

**MODEL CODE**
CDLAB

**FEATURES**
- Ultra-fine paper for laser and colour inkjet printers
- 100 labels
- Fits both A4 and letter size printers

3.5” Floppy Disk Lock

**MODEL CODE**
DFL-02

Notebook Security Combination Lock

**MODEL CODE**
LOCK200

**FEATURES**
- Secures notebook to stationary objects
- Installs in seconds
- Coiled 3’ vinyl coated steel cable
- Heavy duty combination lock